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The Scenario

• Climate scientists have attributed recent fire and pest activity 
in western Canada to global warming, and project future 
increases. Recent events include Fort McMurray wildfire, 
recent B.C. wildfires, mountain pine beetle…

• There are typically high amounts of public attention when 
these events occur

• Media’s role in these discussions
– Framing

– Elites



Research Q’s

• What types of issues are presented in the media during those 
moments in which journalists are far more likely to have a 
captive audience than usual?

• When those moments of vivid hazard erupt, do discussions 
emerge of climate change, and its potential to pose increased 
threats to our ecosystems, and the people living in them?



Methods

• Newspaper Articles Collected
– Edmonton Journal & Calgary Herald through the Canada Newsstream

(ProQuest) searchable database

– 2000-2017

• Broad, initial dataset looking at articles with the term ‘forest’, 
‘climate change’, and articles containing both terms

• Narrower dataset with four topics:
– ‘forest fire’, ‘forest and climate change’, ‘forest insect’, and ‘sustainable 

forest’ 

– Key terms searched only in abstracts and titles



Methods Cont…

• Uploaded to NVivo

• Attributed values for:
– Source

– Topic

– Year

– Article Type (articles, opinions, letters, and editorials)

– Themes 

• Each article was assigned one or more theme(s)
– Ecology, economy, risk, management, and climate change cause

– Search terms related to each theme used to classify each article 



‘Climate Change’ and ‘Forest’ Coverage in Alberta 
Newspapers over Time



Topical Coverage of Forest Issues over Time



Occurrence of Forest Topics over Time



Article Theme Occurrence by Article Topic



Co-occurrence of Themes with the Forest 
Fire Topic



Take Away Points

• Forest coverage in newspapers is low and declining

• Fires are most prominently discussed

• Why is climate change attribution lacking?
– Politicization of climate change

– Single event, exaggeration criticisms 

– People are far more likely to read an article covering a major forest fire 
in the region than they are an article reporting on recent scientific 
findings, international negotiations, or the release of the latest IPCC 
report

• Missed opportunities!



Summary

• Focus of Research

• Issues such as climate change must compete in the political arena 
with multiple other issues. How issues get prioritized, and the 
resulting responses, are influenced to a large degree by the shifting 
discourses on those topics that take place in the public sphere. 

• Mainstream media are a key player in shaping those discourses.

• Key Challenges

• The means by which political responses to climate change are 
shaped by factors other than scientific information.

• Suggestion to Address these Challenges

• Improvements in scientific communication practices; developing 
response options that accommodate regional political context
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